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Abstract
SubSeaSail LLC (SSS) has developed two lines of disruptively a�ordable unmanned 
surface/subsurface vessels (USSV) with unique sensors �t for purpose. These vessels are 
lightweight, 100% energy harvesting (wind + solar), edge-computing, low-signature, 
multi-mission systems designed for long duration autonomous data collection mission sets. The 
�rst line is a semi-submersible monohull observation vessel named HORUS™; the second is a line 
of fast multi-hull (trimaran) cargo vessels named HERMES™. They represent “the small, the agile and 
the many”. They are primarily uncrewed surface vessels with the ability to submerge and quietly �oat 
underwater for extended periods, providing numerous tactical advantages. Energy management is a 
critical aspect of the vehicles. SSS is driving the energy usage of on-board processors and sensors 
down, increasing the scope and e�ciency of solar energy capture, and managing power usage to be 
as e�cient, as possible. The company’s proposed HERMES-e vessel will be a dedicated energy capture 
and delivery vehicle able to be used on the shore or the ocean.
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